Characters
Myles Houston (M)

-

A struggling author and a father.

Kimberley Houston (F)

-

Wife of Myles and a caring mother.

Ryan Houston (M)

-

The 10-year-old son of Myles and Kimberley. A
writing prodigy.

Sir Hendrick (M)

-

An insecure but chivalrous knight, the protagonist of
Ryan’s oncoming novel.

Lord Bunion (M)

-

Hendrick’s rival for the hand of his lover.

Gwendoline (F)

-

A princess, and Hendrick’s love interest.

Scene 1 -The Apartment
(Open on a dark apartment building in New York City. The room is
decorated in typical apartment fashion. Myles Houston sits at a desk,
writing with a desk lamp on)
Myles:

Okay, okay…Erg!
(He crumples up the paper and throws it in an already filled garbage can to
his right)

Myles:

Garbage, just garbage!
(Myles stands up, cleans up his mess, and turns off the lamp light. He slowly
navigates the room, until he has crossed to the middle of the floor. He steps
on a Lego. He lets out a scream and falls to the floor. Moments later,
Kimberly comes running in from the bedroom, flashlight in hand. She runs
toward Myles)

Kimberly:

Honey, are you alright?!

Myles:

I think I stepped on something sharp…
(Myles slowly helps himself onto a chair. Kimberly walks over to the light
switch and turns it on. She walks over to the center of the room to find the
Lego on the ground)

Kimberly:

(Showing him the Lego) Ah, yes, nothing sharper than one of these bad boys.

Myles:

Kim.... (Looks at the Lego in Kimberly’s hand). Let me see that. (He takes
the Lego from her. He examines it) I thought we grounded Ryan from Legos,
right, or am I just tired?

Myles:

(She shrugs. He examines further) You know, maybe we should give these
back to him. They encourage creativity.

Kimberly:

Myles, what have you been doing this entire night?

Myles:

Nothing. Nothing. Absolutely nothing has been accomplished.

Kimberly:

You have to stop pulling late nighters. This isn’t —

Myles:

I’ll tell you what isn’t healthy. The bills are backed up, the dryer needs fixing,
and there is a hole in the ceiling above our bed. Honey, this apartment is a wreck.
I’ve got to start writing something or I could be —

Kimberly:

Please, calm down, you’ll wake up, Ryan…

Myles:

Sorry, sorry. It’s just…I am starting to wonder if it would be better to get a real
job.

Kimberly:

You do have a job…I support you. You know this. You are just
lacking…inspiration…

Myles:

What do you suggest I do, Kim? Build with Legos until a story comes to mind?

(The door to Ryan’s room suddenly creeks open. He slowly walks out,
rubbing his eyes)
Ryan:

Could someone please tell me what all this commotion is about? It’s interrupting
play ti…uh, readin ti…uh, I mean…sleeping! Yes, I was sleeping. (Notices the
Lego. Runs toward his mother. He takes it) Oh, the missing piece! You found
it!

Myles:

I found it.

Ryan:

I should have known. That explains the scream.

Myles:

What are you still doing awake? Your mom and I are having grown up talk.

Ryan:

Grown up talk? Like, “grown up-grown up” talk? Or just grown-up talk

Myles:

(To Kimberly) Please send him to bed.

Kimberly:

Ryan, bed, now.

Ryan:

Fine. Fine. But don’t think I don’t hear everything through these walls. They’re
thin.
(Ryan heads back to his bedroom. He half-slams the door as he exits)

Myles:

(Almost laughing) You see the monster we’ve created?

Kimberly:

I see a little you. When you were younger…He’s a really smart boy, and he
knows it, too.

Myles:

Well, let’s hope that that big brain of his will set him up for life.

Kimberly:

Come on, Myles it’s our bedtime, too.

Myles:

I appreciate you, Kimberly. I hope you know that.
(Kimberly smiles at Myles. She slowly exits the space and heads toward her
bedroom.

Myles:

I’ll be there in a minute!
(Myles heads toward the lights and turns it off. He sets his pen down, turns
off the light and heads for the door. He steps on another Lego and screams)

Myles:

I found another one!
(Lights off)

Scene 2 – Apartment
(Open on the apartment building once again. It is the next day, this time in
the evening. Kimberly cleans the mess around the apartment, and Ryan is
playing with blocks. Myles enters the space quickly and closes the door,
clearly upset. He puts his back to the door, slides to the ground, and sits)
Ryan:

(mockingly) “Garbage, just garbage!”
(Ryan looks at his block tower, then knocks it down)

Myles:

Honey, why is our son so difficult?

Kimberly:

Ryan, stop torturing your father.

Ryan:

Thin walls, mom, thin walls. I hear him every night.

Kimberly:

How was the meeting, Myles? (Myles moans in despair. He slides further
down the door) Myles? Alright. alright. (She goes to Myles and extends a
hand. He grabs it and stands) Let’s go. (She leads her husband to the
bedroom, pushes him in, closes the door) Ryan?

Ryan:

Yes?

Kimberly:

I am forbidding you from mocking your father. The next time —

Ryan:

Look, mom, he’s making it too easy
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Kimberly:

The next time that you interrupt me, you will wish you hadn’t.

Ryan:

Sorry.

Kimberly:

Myles is really trying, Ryan. You’ve got to give him chance.

Ryan:

But…but…what he does it so easy! Anyone can write!
(The bedroom door opens up once again. Myles reenters the space)

Myles:

Oh, you think so? Sorry for eavesdropping, “Thin walls.”
(He proudly walks over to his desk, pulls out a notepad, brings it to the
coffee table, places it down. He points for Ryan to sit in front of the pad, who
reluctantly does so)

Myles:

If “anyone can write” is true, then let’s see you give it a try.

Ryan:

What?

Myles:

You heard me. You still take creative writing classes at school?

Ryan:

Yes

Myles:

Good. Then this should be a piece of cake.

Kimberly:

Myles, I don’t think that he —

Myles:

Kimberley, he needs to learn some respect. And maybe he’s got something good.

Ryan:

Fine. I’ll do it. What’s the task?

Myles:

Write me something. Anything. You’re the author. Have at it. I’ll be the judge of
it in the morning. (He turns to exit) I’m calling it an early night.
(Myles heads back to the, closes the door, and exits)

Kimberly:

You’ve set him off. Ryan.

Ryan:

I didn’t mean to.

Kimberly:

Well, I guess you should go ahead and listen to him. Write him something good.

Ryan:

Will do, mom.
(Kimberly goes to exit the to the bedroom. She looks at Ryan)

Kimberly:

I’ll probably be tending to him for the rest of the night. Unofficial goodnight.

Ryan:

Goodnight, mom.
(Ryan thinks for a moment. He ponders deep in thought, then begins to
write on the notepad. As he writes, the clinging of swords can be briefly
heard from outside. Hendrick bursts open the front door and runs into the
apartment. He is dressed in plated-knight armor and holds a rapier)

Hendrick:

(To Ryan) Oh…hello.

Ryan:

(Continues writing) Uh…

Hendrick:

Who are you?

Ryan:

Uh…

Hendrick:

Please tell me who you are! You aren’t one of those barbarians, are you? I
haven’t —
(Bunion enters from the same space, also carrying a sword and full plate
armor. He crosses through the room, notices Hendrick and prepares for
battle. They both shout a battle cry, raise their swords then pause as Ryan
stands up. He slowly places his items down, gets up, and examines the
knights)

Ryan:

Good. Good. I like it. (He looks at both Hendrick and Bunion. He points at
Hendrick) You. I like you. (He points to Bunion) You? Not so much.
(Ryan goes to his paper, erases something, then looks to Bunion. Bunion
unfreezes, and he looks frazzled at the action of erasing)

Bunion:

(as he is being erased, shaking) What —are —you —doing —to —me? I- will
—not —allow —a child —

Ryan:

Blah, blah, blah. Enough already. Scram.
(Ryan motions for Bunion to exit, who reluctantly does so through the front
door. Hendrick unfreezes)

Hendrick:

(Noticing what just happened) You…you did it!

Ryan:

Did what?

Hendrick:

You slew my foe without a single touch! What magic! What is your name my
boy?

Ryan:

Umm...Ryan.

Hendrick:

Pleasure to meet you, Wizard-child! My name is Sir Hendrick the Great!

Ryan:

Pleasure.

Hendrick:

You seem like an exceptional young lad! How would you like to be my squire?

Ryan:

Your squire?

Hendrick:

Yes. It means you will follow under my wing until you can one day become a
full knight.

Ryan:

Under your wing? I think you’ve got the wrong idea here. I made you.

Hendrick:

Preposterous, my boy. Mere balderdash!

Ryan:

(reaching for his notepad) No, I wrote you. You’re made up.

Hendrick:

And if perhaps I am? It doesn’t mean you can’t still be my squire.

Ryan:

I don’t want to be anyone’s squire…

Hendrick:

If you shan’t be my squire, then I can’t be your tutor. You are missing out on an
opportunity of a lifetime. Shame.

Ryan:

Look, you’ve been around for less than a minute. I haven’t even been able to give
you a backstory yet. There is no way you are fit to teach anyone yet.

Hendrick:

You? Give me backstory?

Ryan:

Yes, like I said, you’re my creation. In fact, you are kind of like my squire.

Hendrick:

Me? A squire to a mere child?

Ryan:

A Wizard-Child.

Hendrick:

Alrighty then, boy, I will play your game. What does this “backstory” need first?

Ryan:

(preparing his pen) You need…a hometown.

Hendrick:

Oh, easy, I’m from…I am from…from —

Ryan:

You’re not from —

Hendrick:

Wait I know this one!

Ryan:

You’re not from anywhere. Not yet anyway.

Hendrick:

Fine, then, where do you suggest I’m from?

Ryan:

(writing this down) Let’s say, a kingdom. A kingdom of great warriors and
noble, chivalrous knights. Where dragons soar in the skies and monsters prowl at
night. Let’s call it…Folkengraud.

Hendrick:

Gesundheit.

Ryan:

No. Not a sneeze. Your kingdom: “Folkengraud.”

Hendrick:

(while Ryan writes) Ah, yes Folkengraud, now I remember. I remember the
great green plains where the elven children would play. I remember the rustic
forest cabins full of gnomes and the large, azure skies where griffons would fly.
How could I ever forget such a beautiful country?

Ryan:

See, we’re world building. That’s a good start.

Hendrick:

So much better than…Whatever this place is.

Ryan:

New York.
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Hendrick:

Ah, I see, New York. Am I to assume that “Old York” fell to an enemy kingdom?

Ryan:

Not exactly, no. And it’s not a kingdom. More of a…democratic state.

Hendrick:

A democracy? Pish tosh, those only exist in myth.

Ryan:

You are a myth.

Hendrick:

Let’s just agree to disagree.

Ryan:

Back to the story.

Hendrick:

Agreed.

Ryan:

Alright, Folkengraud…that’s good…now you need a goal.

Hendrick:

(as Ryan continues to write) Ha-ha, that one is easy! To slay dragons, to crush
my enemies, to become ridiculously wealthy!

Ryan:

Too shallow.

Hendrick:

To dominate

Ryan:

No.

Hendrick:

To eliminate —

Ryan:

Definitely not.

Hendrick:

(Irritated) To decimate —

Ryan:

No, no. You’re a protagonist. You should want to create something, not tear it
down!

Hendrick:

A…protagonist? I like the sound of that.

Ryan:

Good, now start acting like one.

Hendrick:

How dare you —

Ryan:

(writing this down) How about something heroic? Like, to protect the king, or
defend your homeland, or…even better…the classic “save the princess.”

Hendrick:

Oh, yes, now we’re talking. Save her from what?

Ryan:

An enemy? An antagonist. Someone for you to oppose.

Hendrick:

Ah, like that fiend from the land of barbarians?

Ryan:

Ah, right, him. Let’s call him something horrifying…something that will strike
fear into the heart of his enemies.

Hendrick:

Lord Bunion

Ryan:

What?

Hendrick:

Lord Bunion of Rockenheim.

Ryan:

Alrighty then.

Hendrick:

So…a princess? In trouble? Sir Hendrick will —

Ryan:

Dude, lay off the ego a little bit. Speak in the first person, it really helps humble
yourself.

Hendrick:

Sir Hendrick can…I…can be…humble.

Ryan:

Can you?’

Hendrick:

Alright, alright. Now where is this…princess?

Ryan:

(begins writing once again) She will be here…momentarily.

Hendrick:

What do you mean “momentarily”? Don’t I deserve a family?

Ryan:

Well, of course you do, but you’re still pretty underdeveloped yourself…

Hendrick:

Oh, pish tosh, pish tosh. I demand a princess to rescue now!

Ryan:

I…

Hendrick:

Well?

Ryan:

Fine. Your funeral.
(Kimberly reenters the space from the bedroom. She walks over to Ryan at
the coffee table. Hendrick takes notice of her)

Kimberly:

Ryan, can you keep it down a little? Your father gets so little sleep anyways.

Ryan:

Yeah, sure, sorry.
(Kimberly turns to exit back to the bedroom)

Hendrick:

My, my, who’s the fair maiden? The princess, I presume?

Ryan:

That’s my mom…

Kimberly:

What?

Ryan:

Nothing.

Kimberly:

Okay, dear.
(She exits back to the bedroom. Ryan turns back to Hendrick)

Hendrick:

Oh, you have family I see?

Ryan:

Yes, I do.

Hendrick:

You know, son, I don’t think I have a family.

Ryan:

I know, I know. One bona fide princess coming right up.
(Ryan sits down and begins writing again. In a few moments, Gwendoline
enters the space in stereotypical princess clothing)

Hendrick:

Well, hello my dear. And what is your name?

Gwendoline:

Beatrice.

Hendrick:

Beatrice? No, you can’t be a “Beatrice!”
(He glares at Ryan. Ryan erases something, then replaces it)

Gwendoline:

My name is Gwendoline the Proper.
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Hendrick:

Ah, yes. Dear Gwendoline. Now I remember you.

Ryan:

(Sinister) You know, this meeting could use a little more conflict.

Gwendoline:

Conflict?!

Ryan:

(narrating) Gwendoline the Proper was of the land of barbarians, Rockenheim.
Her father, the king, did not approve any man taking his daughter’s hand in
marriage. He had special plans. But, one day, in dire combat with the enemy
kingdom, Folkengraud, Hendrick the Great took Gwendoline from her father.

Hendrick:

I did?!

Ryan:

(finishes writing) You did now.

Gwendoline:

How could you do this to me?!

Hendrick:

I only sought to win your heart, my love.

Gwendoline:

Well, if my father is the only thing keeping us apart, I am willing to look past
that.

Ryan:

But that’s not good enough for a story.

Hendrick:

(Together) Oh dear.

Gwen:

(Together) Oh dear.
(Bunion reenters the space, this time with more royal garbs. He takes sight
of Hendrick and prepares for battle)

Bunion:

For Rockenheim!
(Bunion freezes as he charges when Ryan speaks)

Ryan:

Enter Lord Bunion of Rockenheim. He was the king’s “special plans.”

Bunion:

(Unfreezing) I have come to reclaim my lady’s hand!

Hendrick:

Over my dead body!

Bunion:

Yes, that was the plan
(Bunion and Hendrick engage in a rapier fight. Gwendoline watches with
disgust. They continue to until Bunion has knocked Hendrick on the
ground)

Bunion:

Do you yield, Sir Hendrick?

Hendrick:

I will never yield.

Ryan:

So dramatic…perfect!

Bunion:

(To Hendrick) Then this day shall be your last!
(Bunion is about to run through Hendrick)

Gwendoline:

Wait!

Bunion:

What is it, my dear?

Gwendoline:

Lord Bunion, I will accept your hand in marriage if you let him go.

Bunion:

You’re willing to protect a pitiful worm like Sir Hendrick by giving up your
freedom? Good enough for me! Let’s go!
(He grabs Gwendoline’s hand and leads her outside the front door.
Hendrick lays on the ground, defeated)

Hendrick:

Oh, the misery of defeat! Hungry jaws of death! Take this burden from me!

Ryan:

(closing his notepad) I think that’s enough for the night.
(Lights off)

Scene 3 – Apartment
(Open on the apartment building once again. Myles sits at his desk, writing
in a notebook. Kimberly enters the room and takes note of her husband)
Myles:

Did you hear the racket that that boy was causing last night?

Kimberly:

You were the one who put him up to it, Myles.

Myles:

I know, but —

Kimberly:

But he seems to be enjoying himself. Did you read what he wrote? It’s pretty
good.

Myles:

No.
(Kimberly walks over to the counter, grabs Ryan’s notepad, and brings it to
Myles. She tries to hand it to him, then sits it down beside him)

Kimberly:

Were you going to? He left this here for you.

Myles:

Yeah, I guess I can take a look. (He picks up the notepad beside him, and
takes a look) “The Unspoken Tragedy of Sir Hendrick the Unyielding.”
That’s…. definitely a title.

Kimberly:

Just…give him a shot.

Myles:

Alright.
(Kimberly turns back to the bedroom and exits the space. Myles begins to
flip through the pages of the notepad)

Myles:

(Reading) “Sir Hendrick was a man of great passion. He would train by the
sword until his legs went number and his hands were trembling. He fought in
many wars, battled many great foes, and became one of the greatest legends in all
of Folkengraud. But he still sought to save his love’s hand from Lord Bunion.”
(Following this narration, Hendrick enters the space with his rapier
practicing swordplay. Myles watches in disbelief)

Hendrick:

Hello, peasant. Who might you be?

Myles:

Uh…

Hendrick:

Loss for words? They usually are when they meet me.

Myles:

Who?

Hendrick:

Don’t I know you? You seem strikingly…familiar.

Myles:

As do you…

Hendrick:

Ah, yes! You look just like that boy! What was his name?

Myles:

Ryan…My son?

Hendrick:

Ryan! Ah, right! The Wizard-Child’s father has come to pay a visit!

Myles:

Well, you are certainly not what I was expecting.

Hendrick:

And what do you mean?

Myles:

You’re a little arrogant, I’ll say.

Hendrick:

How dare you? I’ll have you know that —

Myles:

(standing up) There’s just something about you…

Hendrick:

Come! Nobody insults Sir Hendrick and gets away with it! Face me Father
Wizard!

Myles:

Wait, I don’t want…
(Hendrick tosses Myles a spare rapier. Myles picks up the sword, and he
reluctantly prepares for battle. They begin to trade blows, with Hendrick as
clearly more experienced. The following ensues mid-battle)

Hendrick:

Ha, ha! Decent form, my boy!

Myles:

What is wrong with —

Hendrick:

Enough talk! More swords! (They share a few more blows until Myles is on
the ground, yielding) Just as I thought. Pathetic.

Myles:

What is the matter with you?

Hendrick:

I’m training, my boy. I have to be ready at any moment to reclaim my love. I
apologise for the brutality.

Myles:

(getting up) Seems to me you still need work.

Hendrick:

How do you figure?

Myles:

Well, since your title is “The Tragedy of Sir Hendrick” —

Hendrick:

“The…Tragedy?!” No, no, this cannot be! What can I do…You…you can fix
me! You’re the father of the Wizard-Child, yes?

Myles:

I mean, yes —

Hendrick:

Then do something to help me!

Myles:

I don’t want to touch my son’s —

Hendrick:

But this spells death for me!

Myles:

Well, I’m sorry. I’m not going to change —

Hendrick:

You will!

Myles:

(To himself) why would he write something so…drastic?

Hendrick:

If this ends in tragedy for me, I’ll never forgive myself.

Myles:

Considering if you are still alive.
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Hendrick:

Considering if I am still alive…Please understand, my boy, that the man you see
before you is strong indeed. But there comes a time in every man’s life when he
faces his weaknesses.

Myles:

I understa —

Hendrick:

I don’t know if I am strong enough to save my dear Gwendoline. The Lord of
Rockenheim doesn’t fight like those other barbarians. He’s ruthless.

Myles:

I think I know what you mean.

Hendrick:

How could you possibly understand, Wizard-Father? Your swordplay skills are
lackluster. Surely, you’ve never faced a foe like —

Myles:

Look, I might not be a chivalrous warrior, but I do know that when you have
someone to protect, and you fail to keep your promises…you can feel a little
hopeless.

Hendrick:

What do you suggest I do?

Myles:

Well, maybe there’s not much you can do…You’re bound to the words on the
page…your future is fixed…but…it doesn’t mean you have to give up.

Hendrick:

Well, thank you for that…I hope. Forgive me for intruding, Father-Wizard, but
who do you have to protect? Your son seems quite capable to me!

Myles:

He is. And he definitely knows it, too. But he can’t yet pay the bills…
(Lights off)

Scene 4 - Apartment
(Open on the apartment building. Ryan sits at the table, reading a copy of
Tolkien’s The Fellowship of the Ring. Kimberly sits on the other side of the
room, working on laundry or the like. Suddenly, Myles bursts in through the
front door)
Ryan:

(Looking up from his book) Cue dad’s entrance.

Myles:

Kimberley!

Kimberly:

What?

Ryan:

Then dad responds with:

Myles:

We might have a chance! I’ve got in with the news network down the street. I
might not be an experienced journalist, but they admire my writing credits!

Ryan:

Insert mom’s doubts here —

Kimberly:

But, Myles, this better be the real deal this time. I don’t want —

Myles:

It will be Kim. I promise...they want to look at some of my unfinished works.
You know, sort of a paper conference!

Ryan:

Then I add my quip: “Dad you would make a great news reporter. Your entire
life’s about writing fiction. You lie professionally.” Then mom yells:

Kimberly:

Ryan! Enough is enough!

Ryan:

“Sorry, mom,” I regurgitate.

Kimberly:

(To Ryan) What?

Ryan:

Nothing.

Kimberly:

(To Myles) What stories did you have in mind?

Myles:

Through No Man’s Land or The Tale of Two Tales. They’re the best I’ve got.
(Myles goes over to his desk, opens a drawer and takes out the files for his
stories. He places them in a folder and sits it on his desk)

Kimberly:

When do you meet with them?

Ryan:

My dad, the master of last-minute meetings, then says:

Myles:

Tonight. In an hour,

Kimberly:

An hour? We need to get you ready, right now! Go, go, go!
(She leads Myles off into their bedroom. Ryan takes a moment, sets down his
book, and finds his writing notepad)

Ryan:

Little does he know that his son has plans of his own.
(Ryan walks over to the desk and grabs his father’s binder. He takes his
writing notepad, examines it, and places it into the same folder as the other
stories. Suddenly, Hendrick enters the apartment, sword in sheath)

Hendrick:

What are you doing, my boy?

Ryan:

It’s time for you to face the Lord of Rockenheim.

Hendrick:

You don’t mean…no, no I’m not ready to —

Ryan:

It’s time. Prove me wrong, Sir Hendrick, that your story should not be a tragedy.

Hendrick:

(Turning to exit) Very, well. You know, my boy, it doesn’t always have to end
in tragedy.

Ryan:

Right. But this one will.
(Hendrick reluctantly draws his sword and exits the apartment ready for
battle. Kimberly and Myles return from their room)

Kimberly:

You’re going to do this Myles. I know you, will.

Myles:

(crossing the room) Let’s hope so.
(He goes to exit without his binder)

Ryan:

Dad!?

Myles:

Yes?

Ryan:

(holding it out to him) Your stories?

Myles:

(taking them from him) Right. Thanks, Ryan.

Kimberly:

Good luck, Myles. (She gives him a quick kiss) Don’t take no for an answer.

Myles:

Wouldn’t dream of it.
(Myles reassesses himself, grabs his belongings and leaves the room)

Kimberly:

See, Ryan? People do take your father’s writing seriously.

Ryan:

But do you really think he’ll do it this time?

Kimberly:

I don’t know. We’ll just have to wait and see.

Ryan:

Sure, sure.

Kimberly:

You don’t believe it will be any different?

Ryan:

Oh, trust me, it’s going to be quite different.
(Lights off)
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Scene 5 – Dark room
(Open on a dark room. The clashing of swords can be heard. Hendrick pulls
Gwendoline into the space. Lord Bunion follows and draws his sword at the
sight of his enemy)
Bunion:

Nowhere to run, Sir Hendrick! I command you to release my dear Gwendoline!

Hendrick:

Never!

Bunion:

Look around you, pest! Your soldiers have fallen to the likes of Rockenheim, I
have you cornered, and you still won’t yield?

Hendrick:

I won’t yield until you rapier is in my chest!

Bunion:

Is that a request?

Gwendoline:

Lord Bunion, enough! I won’t take your hand in marriage! You are a fool!

Bunion:

A fool? Pish posh!

Hendrick:

“Pish posh” this!
(Hendrick draws his sword. Hendrick engages in an intense combat with
Bunion, having equal footing this time. This action occurs with the
following)

Bunion:

(A blow) I won’t let you win!

Hendrick:

(Another blow) You can’t win!

Gwendoline:

You will win!

Hendrick:
Bunion:

(Together. looking at Gwendoline) Thanks!
(Together. looking at Gwendoline) Thanks!

Hendrick:

(Attacking again) I see sweat! Who knew the mighty could tire?
(The combat continues, with both combatants failing to make their mark on
the other)

Bunion:

(Breaking the combat) Enough!

Hendrick:

Enough?

Bunion:

(panting) You…have proven yourself…a worthy opponent…that, I can respect.

Hendrick:

What are you insinuating, vile fiend?!

Bunion:

(deceptive) You…have earned my respect. Not many have the might to stand up
to my sword. You are indeed my match. (He notes his rapier arm) This arm has
slain dragons, which means that that arm — (He notes Hendrick’s rapier arm)
Can slay them, too. Go on, take the princess. I will make no move against you.

Gwendoline:

Hendrick, I don’t —

Hendrick:

How can I be sure you won’t —

Bunion:

From one knight to another, I honor you with my love’s love.

Hendrick:

(going to take Gwendoline’s hand) Alright, then? Thank you?

Gwendoline:

Hendrick, I don’t trust him one bit.

Hendrick:

Be calm, my dear. We knights act on a code of chivalry. (Looking to Bunion) A
code of chivalry.

Bunion:

Quite right.

Gwendoline:

(to Bunion, stern) A code of chivalry.

Bunion:

Yes, yes, a code of chivalry. I know.

Hendrick:

(locking arms with Gwendoline) Well then, we best be off. Thank you, Lord
Bunion. You are more respectable than I thought. Here’s to peace between
Folkengraud and Rockenheim.

Gwendoline:

To peace!

Bunion:

To peace! (He remarks them as Hendrick and Gwendoline exit) To peace
indeed…to pieces of Hendrick!
(Bunion grabs his sword and chases the duo from the direction they left in.
A loud scream can be heard as metal clashes. Lights off)

Scene 6 - Apartment
(Open on the apartment once more. Kimberly sits on the couch nervously.
Suddenly, the door bursts open. Myles renters the space without a word)
Kimberly:

(standing) Are they here yet?

Myles:

Said they would arrive by seven. (He checks his watch) In two minutes.
(Ryan enters from his bedroom)

Ryan:

Are they here yet? I want front row seats for this show.

Kimberly:

Ryan, please stay in your room while he takes this.

Ryan:

Alright, alright…
(Ryan goes back into his room, and he peaks into the room from around the
door. A knock is heard at the front door)

Kimberly:

It’s them.

Myles:

(whispering) How do I look?

Kimberly:

You look fine, Myles.

Myles:

Is my tie straight?

Kimberly:

Yes

Myles:

(noting his hair) And my hair?

Kimberly:

Its fine, get the door.

Myles:

(goes to door, stops) But what about —

Kimberly:

The door, Myles!
(Kimberly walks over and opens the door herself. Lord Bunion, now in tie
and suit, steps inside. He now assumes the role of the interviewer)

Kimberly:

Hello! How are you?

Bunion:

Well.

Myles:

Oh, hello, mister —

Bunion:

Markus. Editor at Channel 13.

Myles:

Yes. Welcome Mr. Markus…with the journalism gig?

Bunion:

Yes.

Kimberly:

Mr. Markus, why don’t you two sit down and discuss business?

Bunion:

Sounds good to me.

Myles:

(accidently stating) Alright, let’s hop to it then!

Kimberly:

(whispering to Myles) “Hop to it!?”

Myles:

Sorry.

Bunion:

Let’s talk.

Kimberly:

Alright then, I will be around if you need me, Myles. (Mouths to him) “Good
luck.”
(Kimberly exits to her bedroom. Myles and Bunion sit down to discuss)

Myles:

So…would you like some tea or —
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Bunion:

Myles, I’m going to tell it to you straight. Your stories were a drag. Through No
Man’s Land takes too big of a risk. You can’t kill of a main character in the first
five pages! Risky does not equal quality. Now, Tale of Two Tales has an
interesting title at least, but, from what I can gather, there are too many subplots!
It’s more like the Tale of Fourteen Tails!

Myles:

Uh —

Bunion:

But…but, but, but, that unfinished story, “The Tragedy of Sir Hendrick” or
something? Now that one was a tear-jerker. Betrayal. Love. Loss. Tragedy. War.
That’s what makes a good story and a great journalist.

Myles:

What!? I mean, oh…yeah…that one?

Bunion:

But you’ve got to get an ending on that puppy! Tell me, does Lord Bunion kill
Sir Hendrick or not?

Myles:

I mean —

Bunion:

(Winking to the audience) Because he’s such an interesting villain! The lore
you built up around Rockenheim and its barbarians was the perfect setting for a
villain like that!

Myles:

Markus —
(Ryan enters the room after peering from around his door)

Ryan:

Hello, Mr. Markus! I see you enjoyed my father’s story.

Bunion:

Ah, and who might this be?

Myles:

…Ryan.

Bunion:

Hello, Ryan! Yes, I quite enjoyed that last one. I think your father a mighty fine
writer.

Ryan:

So does this mean that —

Bunion:

Does he have the job? Well, tell me, Myles, what do you think?

Myles:

Yes….no…I…don’t know —

Bunion:

Well no more wondering because you’re hired!

Ryan:

(Half to himself) Yes!

Bunion:

I’ll expect to see you —

Myles:

Mr. Markus…with all honesty…that story…isn’t mine.

Bunion:

What? You stole it?

Myles:

No, I didn’t steal it. I must have just…misplaced it in my satchel.

Bunion:

I see…Well, then, you are officially unhired again until we sort this out.

Myles:

I didn’t write it. It is…my son’s.

Ryan:

No, no, no! He’s just being humble! He’s the one who wrote it!

Bunion:

You can cut the act, boy, I’ve known that you wrote it this whole time.

Ryan:

What? How could —

Bunion:

You left your name below title, my boy!

Ryan:

I did…what?

Bunion:

Myles, your son is a literary genius, but he can’t seem to notice the small things.

Myles:

I…

Bunion:

Son, you’re writing is fantastic! A fun commentary on stereotypical fantasy
tropes? Brilliant!

Ryan:

Well, thank you, but —

Bunion:

But, nothing! If you could legally work, I’d hire you on the spot.

Ryan:

Sir, I didn’t want to make this about me. Uh, my dad —

Myles:

Is really confused.

Bunion:

Oh, yes, I was getting to your father. (He turns to Myles) Myles…since you told
me the truth, you’re hired again.

Myles:

Come again?

Bunion:

I knew what your son was up to! He’s trying to pass his work off as yours! You
could have taken credit, Myles, but you didn’t. (He prepares his stuff to leave)
You told me the truth, Myles, as all good journalists should.

Myles:

This was a test?

Bunion:

Yep. You’re hired. Oh, and I lied about your stories. They weren’t that horrible.
Keep writing. You’re good at it, Myles. See you first thing Monday morning.
Congratulations. (He gets up to leave, then turns to Ryan) Oh, and, son, I
expect to have a meeting with you in ten years. And send me that story when it’s
finished.

Ryan:

Noted. Yes sir.

Bunion:

Gooday, you two.
(Bunion picks up his briefcase and exits the apartment)

Myles:

What just happened?

Ryan:

I happened. You’re welcome… I think…
(Kimberly creeks open her door and peeks around it)

Kimberly:

(stepping out) Has he gone?

Myles:

Kim! I’m hired!

Kimberly:

What!? (She runs out from behind the door and embraces her husband)
How!?

Myles:

Just by…telling the truth…Oh my gosh, we’re gonna be alright! Thank you,
Ryan for you and your crazy antics!

Ryan:

My pleasure!

Kimberly:

What happened?

Ryan:

It’s a long story.

Myles:

(putting his arm around Ryan) Just know that the channel was impressed with
our son’s work.
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Kimberly:

Oh my gosh! Your story! Ryan, have you been able to think of an ending?

Ryan:

No, but…I think one is now coming to mind!

Myles:

Get a pen! A writer should never lose a good ending!
(Myles runs to grab a pen from his desk. Ryan runs to grab his notepad.
They meet in the middle of the room)

Myles:

(handing Ryan the pen) Finish that thing!

Ryan:

(sitting, beginning to write) Will do!

Kimberly:

(watching Ryan) You know, Myles, he’s just like you.

Myles:

(smiling) I know.

Ryan:

(looking up for a second) Only a bit better.

Myles:

Well, that’s debatable.

Ryan:

(finishes writing a sentence) Alright. Here’s what I’m thinking: “The final
confrontation of Hendrick and Bunion was fierce, but, in the end —” (Hendrick
and Gwendoline enter the space, holding hands) “ —Lord Bunion found that
breaking the code of chivalry is never a good idea.”

Hendrick:

(To Ryan) Thank you, my boy. Or should I say, Ryan, for giving me a happy
ending. Keep the magic, Wizard-Child.

Gwendoline:

Thank you for uniting the countries of Rockenheim and Folkengraud with our
marriage.
Thank you so much for saving our family. I’m proud of the man you’re
becoming.

Kimberly:

Myles:

Thank you so much for writing your story. You’re brilliant, my son.

Ryan:

(To the audience) And thus ends the “The Comedy of Sir Hendrick the
Unyielding” and, more importantly, the story of how I learned the pen is mightier
than the sword. You know, that’s actually pretty good…. “Mightier than the
Sword.”… I might use that someday…
(Lights off)

